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The half-Heusler rare-earth intermetallic GdPtBi has recently gained attention due to peculiar magnetotransport phenomena that have been associated with the possible existence of Weyl fermions, thought to arise
from the crossings of spin-split conduction and valence bands. On the other hand, similar magnetotransport
phenomena observed in other rare-earth intermetallics have often been attributed to the interaction of itinerant
carriers with localized magnetic moments stemming from the 4 f shell of the rare-earth element. In order to
address the origin of the magnetotransport phenomena in GdPtBi, we performed a comprehensive study of the
magnetization, electrical, and thermal magnetoresistivity on two single-crystalline GdPtBi samples. In addition,
we performed an analysis of the Fermi surface via Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations in one of the samples and
compared the results to ab initio band structure calculations. Our findings indicate that the electrical and thermal
magnetotransport in GdPtBi cannot be solely explained by Weyl physics and is strongly influenced by the
interaction of both itinerant charge carriers and phonons with localized magnetic Gd ions and possibly also
paramagnetic impurities.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.101.125119

I. INTRODUCTION

Weyl fermions can be realized as low-energy quasiparticles
in certain semimetals with topologically protected crossing
points of two inverted electronic bands with linear dispersion [1–3]. They occur in pairs of independent nodes, separated in momentum space with opposite chirality—a quantum
number defining the “handedness” of a quasiparticle’s spin
relative to its momentum. Classically, the particle number
of each chirality is separately conserved. However, at the
quantum level electromagnetic fields can violate the conservation of the particle number at individual nodes due
to quantum fluctuations. This phenomenon is known as the
chiral anomaly [4,5], physically interpreted as simultaneous
production of particles of one chirality and antiparticles of
the opposite chirality. In the context of Weyl semimetals,
the chiral anomaly is expected to induce a steady out-ofequilibrium flow of quasiparticles between the left- and righthanded nodes, leading to a reduction of electrical and thermal
magnetoresistivity [6–10] in magnetic fields H aligned with
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the electric field E or thermal gradient ∇T , respectively. By
now, signatures for the chiral anomaly-induced negative magnetoresistance have been reported for electrical measurements
of a number of semimetals [11–19]. One of the challenges
for identifying the chiral anomaly is to exclude other mechanisms leading to a similar effect, such as inhomogeneous
currents paths in high-mobility materials [20,21]. Concerning
signatures of the chiral anomaly in thermal transport, the
main experimental challenge is the extremely low density
of electronic states in Weyl semimetals, which renders thermal transport heavily dominated by phononic conduction.
Nonetheless, a negative magnetothermal resistivity has recently been observed in a Bi-Sb alloy, where the Fermi level
has been tuned to be exactly located at the band crossing
points [22].
A prominent example for the observation of the chiral
anomaly in electrical and thermoelectrical magnetotransport
is the semimetal GdPtBi. GdPtBi is a member of the halfHeusler RPtBi series, where R denotes a rare-earth element.
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations for these compounds yield an electronic band structure similar to the binary
semiconductor HgTe [23], whereby touching of conduction
and valence band occurs near the Fermi level. Depending on
the strength of the spin splitting, the RPtBi compounds can
be driven from a topologically trivial gapped state to a bandinverted state with topologically protected crossing points,
potentially hosting Dirac or Weyl fermions [23]. Alongside
the predictions concerning the single-electron bands, the
RPtBi series exhibits a variety of many-body phenomena
ranging from magnetism [24–29], superconductivity [30,31],
Published by the American Physical Society
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and heavy fermion behavior [25–27]. Among the RPtBi series, GdPtBi probably is the most studied compound and
thought to be a zero-gap semimetal, which upon application
of an external magnetic field exhibits a band inversion [32].
There have been reports on a chiral anomaly-induced negative longitudinal magnetoresistivity [32,33] and anisotropic
planar Hall resistivity [34] as well as anomalous features
in the Hall [33,35] and (magneto)resistivity [29,32,33,35].
Many studies [25,36–38] have also been carried out on the
magnetism of GdPtBi, exploring the antiferromagnetic ordering of the local moments stemming from Gd‘s half-filled
4 f shell with L = 0 and J = S = 7/2. Furthermore, optical
methods have been employed, confirming the presence of
electronic bands with nearly linear dispersion [39]. As stated
in Ref. [23], the many-body correlations of materials with
partially filled f shells cannot be treated in the local-density
approximation used for calculating the band structure in
Refs. [23,32]. Therefore it remains an open question whether
interactions of the Gd 4 f electrons with the itinerant carriers
play a role in the observed magnetotransport phenomena
in GdPtBi, or whether the single-electron picture is a valid
assumption, acting as a foundation for the Weyl fermion
scenario.
In order to address this question, we performed a comprehensive study of the physical properties of two distinct GdPtBi
samples. In Sec. II the crystal growth and related issues as
well as measurement techniques are described. Section III is
about peculiarities in the magnetization of the two samples,
as well as basic characterization of the electrical and thermal
transport. In Sec. IV the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations
occurring in one of the samples are analyzed and results of
our DFT calculations are shown. The analysis of the electrical
and thermal magnetotransport are given in Secs. V and VI,
respectively.
II. METHODS

GdPtBi crystallizes in a fcc lattice as shown in Fig. 1(a)
with a lattice constant of a = 6.68 Å. The single-crystalline
samples used in our study were grown in Bi self-flux [40].
Two ∼3-mm-sized samples could be extracted from two
different batches (sample 1 and sample 2), which have been
cut along crystalline axes with a wire saw prior to orientation using x-ray diffraction. The x-ray diffraction pattern
[Fig. 1(c)] shows the characteristic fcc reflections; the rings
most likely stem from powder contaminations on the surface
due to the polishing process. The stoichiometry of the samples
has been confirmed with energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy
(EDXS) analysis on multiple points on all surfaces of the
samples, however, patches of <100 μm of enclosed Bi flux
are sometimes revealed upon polishing the sample. They
appear as shiny silver, distinct from the more bronze GdPtBi
phase, and can also be identified as bright patches under
the electron microscope in the backscattered electron mode
[Fig. 1(b)]. We cut all visible Bi flux in the investigated
GdPtBi samples away and broke the samples in half after
the measurements to check for flux at the edges, however,
a residual risk of having undetected enclosures always remains. The magnetization M was measured in a Quantum
Design Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS)

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1. (a) Crystallographic unit cell of GdPtBi. (b) Bottom:
Photograph of single-crystalline GdPtBi (sample 2) cut to a barshaped rod. Top: SEM image. The bright areas in the BSE mode
show Bi-flux inclusions at the edge of the rod, confirmed by EDXS
analysis. (c) Single crystal x-ray diffraction images for the main
crystal directions.

magnetometer equipped with a 7 T magnet. The transport
measurements have been performed in a Quantum Design
Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) with a 9 T
magnet. Electrical and thermal currents J and J h were applied
along the same axes for each sample, which is along [100] for
sample 1 and along [211] for sample 2. Electrical resistivity
and Hall effect measurements were performed in a four-probe
configuration using Stanford SR-830 lock-in amplifiers with
a reference frequency of 77.77 Hz and an excitation current
of 1 mA. Thermal resistivity measurements were performed
with the steady-state method using the commercial thermal
transport option (TTO) sample holder from Quantum Design,
whereby a 2 k ruthenium oxide resistor is attached to one
end of the sample as a heater, two Cernox thermometers
are attached in the middle part ∼1 mm apart, and the lower
end of the sample is attached to a Cu block acting as a
heat sink. To achieve good thermal coupling to the sample
for thermal resistance measurements, we have fabricated four
thermal contacts using 0.6 × 0.25 mm2 gold-plated Cu bars
for the heater and the heat sink, and 0.1 mm Pt wire for the
thermometers. In order to avoid thermal smearing, the heater
power was set such that the temperature gradient T does
not exceed 3% of the base temperature T . In addition, in
both electrical and thermal measurements, homogeneity of the
current flow was ensured by covering the facets connected
to the current leads with silver paint, as well as attaching
the voltage and thermometer leads across the whole sample
width at an expense of a geometrical error due to the contact
size (not more than 10%). The magnetoelectrical resistivity
(MR) ρxx and magnetothermal resistivity (MTR) wxx have
been symmetrized with respect to H = 0, and the Hall resistivity ρxy antisymmetrized, respectively, to eliminate small
misalignment effects.
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FIG. 3. Zero-field resistivity ρ(T ). For sample 1, the region
around the antiferromagnetic transition at TN ∼ 9 K is enlarged in
the inset. The dashed lines show fits with Eq. (3).
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FIG. 2. (a) Molar susceptibility M/H (T ). The dotted lines
show the Curie-Weiss law for orientation. (b) Inverse susceptibility
(M/H )−1 (T ) of sample 1 at 100 Oe and 70 kOe. (c) Magnetization
M(H ). (d) Differential susceptibility χ (H ) = dM/dH (H ). Sample 1
shows a pronounced nonlinearity of M(H ) in low fields.
III. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION

The magnetic susceptibility M/H at 100 Oe as a function
of temperature T is shown in Fig. 2(a). The antiferromagnetic
phase transition is clearly observed for both samples at TN ∼
8.9 K. Above TN , sample 2 follows the Curie-Weiss law [41]
M/H =

C
+ χ0 ,
T − ΘCW

(1)

where C is the Curie constant, ΘCW is the Curie temperature,
and χ0 is the T -independent part of the susceptibility (e.g.,
Van Vleck susceptibility).
In contrast to sample 2, sample 1 exhibits a positive deviation from the Curie-Weiss law [41] below 44 K, indicating the
presence of a minor ferromagnetic impurity phase. The extra
signal is not visible in a higher applied field, most apparent in
the inverse susceptibility curve [see Fig. 2(b)], supporting the
ferromagnetic character of the impurity. The transition is not

very sharp, thus it most likely stems from a Gd-Pt alloy phase,
since they all order ferromagnetically near 44 K (e.g., GdPt at
68 K [42], GdPt2−x at 36–46.5 K [43], GdPt5 at 13.9 K [44]).
We estimate that 30 ppm of ferromagnetic impurity phase is
sufficient to explain the strength of the observed signal, thus
detection via EDXS is below the achievable resolution.
We note that there is a systematic field error of the setup
of up to 20 Oe, causing significant deviation of the absolute susceptibility values at low fields. We therefore fitted
the M/H (T ) curve recorded at 70 kOe in the range 30–
300 K for extracting of the Curie-Weiss parameters. With
C = 1.571 × 10−6 g2 J√(J + 1) [41], the effective paramagnetic
moment meff = gμB J (J + 1) can be estimated, yielding
(8.00 ± 0.10) μB for sample 1 and (8.08 ± 0.04) μB for
sample 2. These values are slightly larger than the moment
of the free Gd3+ ion 7.94 μB (with g = 2 and J = 7/2). The
extracted Curie temperatures are (−38.2 ± 0.5) K for sample
1 and (−40.2 ± 0.2) K for sample 2, yielding a moderate
frustration parameter [45] f = −ΘCW /TN ∼ 4. The CurieWeiss parameters of our samples are in good agreement with
previous reports [25,29,33,35,36,46],
The slight upturn of M/H (T ) below 2.5 K indicates the
presence of a paramagnetic impurity in sample 1, additional to
the ferromagnetic impurity. It is also manifested in the M(H )
curve [Fig. 2(b)], where sample 1 shows a field-symmetric
nonlinearity around 1 T, better visible in the derivative
χ (H ) = dM/dH (H ) [Fig. 2(c)]. Again, we could not clarify
the origin of the paramagnetic impurity in sample 1, as it falls
below the resolution of our EDXS. Ultimately, enclosed Bi
flux can be excluded as an origin, since it would just enhance
the diamagnetic contribution. We note that similar signatures
in the M(H ) curves have been reported for GdPtBi samples
in Ref. [46], suggesting that paramagnetic impurities are a
common issue when growing GdPtBi single crystals. The
electrical resistivity ρ(T ) of both samples shows the behavior
expected for a zero-gap semimetal (Fig. 3). The sharp cusp
at TN ≈ 9 K has been reported to occur due to the formation
of a small superzone gap of 1 meV at the antiferromagnetic
ordering of Gd’s 4 f moments [25,29,35–37,46]. As stated
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FIG. 4. (a) and (d) Hall resistivity ρxy (H ) for H ⊥ J for samples 1 (a) and 2 (d). (b) and (e) Carrier densities n of holes and electrons
extracted by fitting ρxy (H ) with Eq. (4). (c) and (f) Extracted Drude mobilities μ from the fit with Eq. (4).

in Ref. [32], the robustness of TN against different doping
levels suggests that the conduction carriers are not involved
in the coupling mechanism of the Gd moments. However,
the reverse implication that the conduction carriers are not
affected by the localized Gd moments is not necessarily the
case as the cusp in ρ(T ) signifies. Sample 2 exhibits a strong
increase in ρ(T ) below TN , indicating a Fermi level situated
closer to the band touching point compared to sample 1.
Above TN , ρ(T ) can be fitted with a simplified two-carrier
model, where the Fermi level is positioned at the edge of a
hole band and electrons are thermally excited across Eg , with
Eg being the energy difference of the electron band minimum
and the Fermi level. In that way, Eg can be understood as a
measure for the energy distance of the Fermi level from the
band touching point. The total number of carriers is modeled
as [47]

n(T ) = n0 + N kB T ln 2[kB T ln (1 + eEg /kB T ) − Eg ], (2)
where n0 is the number of temperature-independent carriers
and N is the density of states of the individual bands. The
resistivity then holds [47]
ρ(T ) =

ρ0 n0 + AT
,
n(T )

(3)

where the term AT accounts for the phonon scattering contribution, which is assumed to be linear above D /10, where
D is the Debye temperature.
The fits (see Fig. 3) yield Eg = (42 ± 3) meV for sample
1 and (15 ± 5) meV for sample 2, which gives a rough
estimate of how close the Fermi level is positioned to the band
touching point and thus the size of the Fermi sea. Consistently,
the Hall resistivity ρxy (H ) exhibits an increasingly nonlinear

slope upon increasing T [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(d)]. To extract
carrier mobilities μ and densities n of the individual hole and
electron bands, the Hall data was fitted with a two-carrier
Drude model [48]
ρxy =


1
R1 σ12 + R2 σ22 + R1 R2 σ12 σ22 (R1 + R2 )H 2 ,
D

(4)

while fitting the transverse MR using the same parameters
with

 
1
(σ1 + σ2 )2 + σ1 σ2 σ1 R12 + σ2 R22 H 2 ,
(5)
ρxx =
D
with D = (σ1 + σ2 )2 + (σ1 σ2 )2 (R1 + R2 )2 H 2 , where σ1,2 =
(nqμ)1,2 are the Drude conductivities and R1,2 = (1/qn)1,2
are the Hall coefficients of the individual electron/hole channels.
The extracted carrier densities are displayed in Figs. 4(b)
and 4(e); the mobilities in Figs. 4(c) and 4(f). In both samples,
hole-type transport is dominant, yielding carrier densities in
the order of 1018 cm−3 for sample 1 and 1017 cm−3 for sample
2, consistent with a Fermi level closer to the band touching
point and thus a smaller Fermi sea in sample 2. This equates
to only ∼ 10−4 majority carriers per unit cell. Mobilities
and carrier densities of the electron pockets are much less
reliably determined, however, either density or mobility of the
electrons are much lower than the hole values; or both. The
zero-field temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity
κ (T ) [left axes in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)] is comparable to the
κ (T ) curves reported in Refs. [32,46]. Concerning the low
density of electronic carriers, it is not surprising that the
overall T dependence of the thermal transport in GdPtBi can
be fully explained by phonon conduction: upon warming from
2 K, κ (T ) increases with T 3 due to the increasing lattice heat
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FIG. 5. Thermal conductivity κ (T ) of sample 1 (a) and sample
2 (b). The left axes show κ (T ), the right axes show the estimated
electronic contribution κel from the Wiedemann-Franz law.

capacity. Near 15 K, κ (T ) reaches a maximum of around
95 W K−1 m−1 in sample 1 (60 W K−1 m−1 in sample 2)
and then starts to decrease exponentially due to the onset
of phonon Umklapp scattering. At higher T , the exponential
drop is replaced by a slower 1/T power-law dependence. Estimating the electronic contribution of κ via the WiedemannFranz law κel ≈ L0 T /ρ, with the Lorenz number L0 = 2.44 ×
10−8 W  K−2 , it is apparent that thermal transport in GdPtBi
is dominated by the lattice contribution. The ratio κel /κ is
illustrated on the right axis in Fig. 5. At 150 K, the estimated
electronic contribution still contributes ∼2%–5%, however, it
decreases strongly to less than 0.1% below 30 K. We note
that violations of the Wiedemann-Franz law due to strong
correlations as well as carrier compensation usually result
in a reduced Lorenz number [49–51], and we are not aware
of any case (except for quasi-one-dimensional conductors)
where Lorenz numbers larger than 25L0 are observed [52].
Even if such gross violation of the Wiedemann-Franz law
would be the case, we can still assume that the electronic
contribution at low temperatures is negligible.
IV. BAND STRUCTURE AND SHUBNIKOV–DE
HAAS OSCILLATIONS

We performed DFT based first-principles calculations using the code of Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP)
with the projected augmented wave method [53,54]. The
exchange and correlation energies were considered in the
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) with the PerdewBurke-Ernzerhof-based density functional [55]; the 4 f electrons in Gd were considered as the core state. We have
projected the Bloch wave functions into the maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) [56] and constructed
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Λ

FIG. 6. (a) Electronic band structure of GdPtBi calculated from
DFT. (b) and (c) Triple points along the -L line in GdPtBi and
YPtBi. (d) Fermi surface of GdPtBi. The intercalated red and green
cube-shaped pockets are holelike, the blue and yellow tear-shaped
pockets are electronlike.

the effective tight-binding model Hamiltonian. The resulting
band structure [Fig. 6(a)] is in good agreement with previous
reports [23,35] and conforms to the picture of a zero-gap
semimetal with touching conduction and valence bands at
the point. Consistent with previous calculations [57] and
recent optical measurements on GdPtBi [39], our model yields
a triply degenerated point near the
point along the -L
line [Fig. 6(b)], situated around 10 meV below the Fermi
level. To check whether the triple point crossings are exclusive
to GdPtBi and can thus be considered as an origin for the
anomalous magnetotransport features [58], we also calculated
the band structure for the nonmagnetic YPtBi [Fig. 6(c)].
A similar triple point near the Fermi level is found, yet no
signatures of anomalous magnetotransport have been reported
for YPtBi [33], thus indicating the insignificance of the triple
point crossings for electronic transport in GdPtBi.
The calculated Fermi surface [Fig. 6(d)] shows two intercalated cube-shaped hole pockets centered around the point,
and eight pairs of small, teardrop-shaped electron pockets at
the corners of the hole pockets. We note that the size and shape
of the pockets sensitively depends on the position of the Fermi
level; when it is sufficiently low, the electron pockets fully
disappear. Sample 1 showed clear Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH)
oscillations in the MR at moderate magnetic fields, allowing
for an experimental reconstruction of the Fermi surface. The
oscillations in ρxx are periodic in 1/H with a frequency [59]
h̄
Aext ,
(6)
2π e
Aext being the extremal cross-sectional area of the Fermi
surface in the plane perpendicular to the applied magnetic
field H.
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FIG. 7. Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations in sample 1. (a) Extracted oscillatory part ρ̃xx /ρxx versus F/H for applied magnetic fields
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versus 1/H for different temperatures T . (e) Temperature damping of σ̃xx /σxx at fixed 1/H . The solid lines represent fits with Eq. (9). (f) Fit of
the SdH oscillation at 2 K with Eq. (7).

The oscillatory part ρ̃xx /ρxx was extracted by subtracting
a smooth polynomial background from the ρxx curve and
plotting the residual versus 1/H. By assigning resistivity
maxima (and minima) with (half-)integers and fitting a linear
function, F can be extracted from the slope. The extracted
SdH oscillations versus F/H are displayed for several fields
rotated in the plane perpendicular to J  [100] in Fig. 7(a).
Figures 7(b) and 7(c) show the variation of F upon rotation of H in the plane perpendicular to [100] and [010],
respectively. The frequencies have been extracted within a
180◦ range, as the remaining range should be symmetric
[duplicated values displayed in blue in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)].
The fourfold rotational symmetry of the underlying crystal
lattice becomes apparent, as F undergoes a maximum of
∼35 T when H is aligned along one of the main axes,
and a minimum of ∼26 T at 45◦ from the main axes. As
expected, the rotations in the [100] and [010] planes yield

nearly identical frequencies. Assuming a cube-shaped pocket,
the volume enclosed by the Fermi surface can be estimated
−3 −2
via A3/2
Å extracted via Eq. (6)
ext , Aext = (3.3 ± 0.2) × 10
for H  [100]. The carrier density can then be estimated
18
−3
with n = 2/(2π )3 A3/2
ext = (1.53 ± 0.10) × 10 cm . This is
in agreement with the hole density extracted from the Hall
measurement (1.54 ± 0.02) × 1018 cm−3 at 2 K. Conclusively, the SdH oscillations stem from the hole pocket. In
contrast to the DFT results [see Fig. 6(d)], where at least two
distinct SdH frequencies stemming from the two differently
sized hole pockets would be expected, only one frequency is
observed. This indicates that the single-electron picture used
for calculating the band structure does not fully account for
the actual shape of the Fermi surface and many-body effects
might need to be included in the theoretical treatment for
better agreement between theory and experiment [23].
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For further analysis, the magnetoconductivity σxx =
2
2
ρxx /(ρxx
+ ρxy
) has been calculated, as the oscillatory part
σ̃xx /σxx is proportional to the oscillations in the density of
states and can be described by the Lifshitz-Kosevich formalism [59].
In the simplest form (neglecting many-body interactions)
it holds [59]

∞ 

F
H 1/2
σ̃xx
π
−β ±
∝
RD RT Rs cos 2π p
, (7)
σxx
p
H
4
p=1
where the phase factor β depends on the details of the band
structure and the ± accounts for the extremal area being a
minimum (+) or a maximum (−).
The Dingle damping factor RD accounts for a finite relaxation time and holds
RD = exp −p

π
,
μc H

(8)

where μc is the mobility in case of a semiclassical cyclotron
motion.
The damping factor RT accounts for a finite temperature
and holds
λ(T )
mc kB T
, with λ(T ) = 2π 2 p
, (9)
RT =
sinh[λ(T )]
eH h̄
where mc is the cyclotron mass.
The damping factor Rs accounts for the effect of spin
splitting and holds

mc
1
,
(10)
pπ g
Rs = cos
2
m0
where g is the Landé factor and m0 is the free electron mass.
The extracted oscillatory part of σxx is shown in Fig. 7(d)
for different temperatures. The characteristic damping of the
amplitude allows us to extract mc by fitting σ̃xx /σxx versus
T at fixed 1/H with Eq. (9) [see Fig. 7(e)]. It has been
determined to mc = (0.30 ± 0.02)m0 for H  [100], and mc =
(0.26 ± 0.02)m0 for H  [001]. These results are similar to
those reported in Refs. [32,46]. A fit of the full SdH oscillation
at 2 K with Eq. (7) is shown in Fig. 7(f), only taking the
fundamental oscillation (p = 1) into account. The extracted
mobility μc = (3200 ± 100) cm2 V−1 s−1 is comparable to
the Drude mobility extracted from the Hall analysis μ =
(3000 ± 200) cm2 V−1 s−1 .
The extraction of the g factor would be very useful for
the investigation of the magnetic interactions in GdPtBi.
However, we were not able to draw any conclusions about
the spin splitting [59], since the higher harmonics (p > 1)
are dampened too strongly in the field range accessible in
our setup. High-field MR measurements on GdPtBi have
been performed by Hirschberger [46], showing a frequency
change above a critical field of μ0 Hc ∼ 25 T that could not
be associated with a spin splitting. At this critical field, also
the M(H ) curves below TN are reported [35,46] to show a
clear kink and slope change, attributed to the saturation of
the magnetic moments which potentially leads to strong alterations of the band structure [46]. Indications for field-induced
modifications of the band structure have also been observed in

the antiferromagnetic sister compound CePtBi [28], where the
amplitude of the SdH oscillations drastically changes above
the critical field of 25 T.
In Fig. 7(a) it becomes apparent that the phase of the
SdH oscillations in GdPtBi is strongly varying upon rotation
of H, which has also been reported in Ref. [46]. Possible
mechanisms for this phase variation can be [59]: (i) the variation of the extremal orbit from maximum to minimum orbits
causing a phase jump of ±π /4 according to Eq. (7), (ii) the
peculiarities of the band structure causing a deviation of β
from the value 1/2 for parabolic bands, and (iii) the strength
of the spin splitting and interactions with the magnetic ions.

V. ELECTRICAL MAGNETOTRANSPORT

The transverse MR (TMR) (H ⊥ J) for different temperatures is displayed in Fig. 8(a) for sample 1 and Fig. 8(d) for
sample 2. Above 100 K, the TMR can be adequately described
by the two-carrier model [Eq. (5)], whereby compensation of
electron and holes yields a positive TMR with quadratic H
dependence in low fields. Below 100 K, a pronounced dip
evolves around 1–4 T which deepens upon cooling down and
ultimately leads to a negative TMR over a field range of ∼2 T
at 2 K. Although the exact shape is different for both samples,
the main characteristics of the dip are similar and have also
been consistently reported for GdPtBi despite varying doping
levels [29,32,33,35].
The longitudinal MR (LMR) (H  J) for samples 1 and
2 are shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(e). Both samples exhibit
a bell-shaped negative LMR at low temperatures, at 9 T
and 2 K resulting in 20%–30% of the zero-field value. The
negative LMR weakens upon warming up and ultimately turns
positive (in the accessible field range) around 100–150 K.
The low-field behavior is different for both samples: At 2 K,
sample 1 shows a dip around zero field, which disappears
upon warming and leads to a plateau shape in the low-field
LMR curve above 10 K; sample 2 exhibits a dip around zero
field as well, however, upon warming it becomes more pronounced, resulting in an M-shaped LMR curve up to 100 K.
The strong sample variation of the LMR shapes can also be
seen by comparing the LMR data of previous reports [32,33].
Additionally, the low-T LMR curves of sample 1 exhibit a
noticeable feature around 2–3 T, in a similar field range where
the pronounced feature in the TMR appears. Such a feature
also appears in the LMR of the GdPtBi sample in Ref. [33].
The evolution of this feature upon rotation of H suggests a
similar origin as the dip in the TMR [Figs. 8(c) and 8(f)].
The overall negative LMR, which successively disappears
upon rotating H towards the TMR configuration, has previously been associated with the chiral anomaly [32,33].
Initially [32], the Weyl node creation was thought to be
induced by conventional Zeeman splitting, requiring a large
spin-orbit coupling with a g factor of the order of ∼40 to
explain the persistence of the effects up to 150 K. However, the absence of the negative LMR and/or anomalous
features in the TMR in the nonmagnetic sister compounds
LuPtBi [29,60], LaPtBi [28], and YPtBi [30,33], despite a
similar band structure, strongly indicated that conventional
Zeeman splitting cannot account for the observed effects and
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differences in the low-field TMR and LMR between the two
samples. In contrast to sample 1, the high-field σxx, (H ) in
sample 2 is linear in the accessible field range, congruent with
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that they are related to the unfilled f shell of the rare-earth
element. Therefore, magnetic exchange enhancing the spin
splitting has been suggested to be responsible for a potential
Weyl node creation [33]. The energy scale of the exchange
interaction has been estimated by gJμB Hc with g = 2 and J =
7/2, yielding ∼120 K [35]. This is congruent with a magnetic
origin causing the appearance of anomalous MR features
below this temperature. The transport coefficients in a chiral
anomaly scenario [6] yield a positive quadratic function in H
for σxx in the limit of H → 0 and a positive linear function
in H for H → ∞. The contribution is tied to the scalar
product of E · H, i.e., only H = H cos(φ) with φ = (H, J)
contributes to the anomalous current generation. In agreement
with the chiral anomaly scenario, the longitudinal magnetoconductivity σxx, has roughly a quadratic field dependence
over a range of fields up to 5 T in both samples (neglecting the
peak at zero field), whereby the range varies with temperature
(see Fig. 9). However, the model cannot explain the saturation
of σxx, (H ) in sample 1 at low temperatures as well as the
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FIG. 9. Longitudinal magnetoconductivity σxx, = 1/ρxx, for
different temperatures.
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the chiral anomaly model. An argument that has been brought
forward in Ref. [32] is that the magnetic field-induced changes
of the band structure forming the Weyl nodes might cause
the deviations in the low-field LMR as well as the dip in the
TMR. Following this argument, magnetic interactions might
influence the effective carrier density and relaxation time as
well beyond the field range where the dip in the TMR is
observed. Moreover, in case of aligning H perpendicular to
J the positive TMR contribution might superimpose on the
otherwise negative MR, unveiled when aligning H and J.
A way of tracing the field-induced changes of the electronic properties is to fit the ρxx, (T ) curves with the phenomenological two-carrier model [introduced in Sec. III,
Eq. (3)] for constant H. The fits are shown in Figs. 10(a)
and 10(b) and agree well with the data above TN . The fit
parameters n0 , A, and N are constant within the error tolerance
and only Eg and ρ0 show a smooth evolution with H. The
fitting parameters Eg and ρ0 versus H are shown in Figs. 10(c)
and 10(d). Eg is increasing with H, giving an estimate of the
shifting of bands (see Sec. III); whereas ρ0 is decreasing,
indicating increased relaxation times with increased fields.
Magnetic-field induced changes of the band structure would
also explain the reported [32] correlation between the strength
of the negative LMR and the position of the Fermi level: the
closer the Fermi level is positioned near the band touching
point, the bigger the change in the density of states upon
shifting of the bands in magnetic fields will be and hence, the
bigger the effect on the LMR. Our samples are no exception
to this observation, whereas sample 2 is found to have a LMR
∼10% stronger than sample 1, with the Fermi level being
∼25 meV closer to the band touching point. Ultimately, the
electron pockets seem to be influenced much more severely,
given the relatively constant (within our resolution) SdH
frequency of the hole pocket observed in sample 1 above 5 T

[Fig. 7(f)]. It could also be that the field-induced changes in
sample 1 happen mostly at fields below 5 T, which would be
congruent with the bell-shaped LMR curves almost saturating
above 6 T [Fig. 8(b)].
Another intriguing observation is that both LMR and TMR
do not seem to change upon undergoing the antiferromagnetic
ordering at 9 K, showing that ordering of the Gd moments
is apparently not crucial for the MR in GdPtBi. This is
surprising, as the opening of the superzone gap leads to a
sharp increase of the zero-field ρ(T ) (see Fig. 3). Taking these
facts together, a simple spin-disorder scattering mechanism
is precluded as an origin of the negative MR, deduced also
from the observation that the size of the LMR increases with
decreasing carrier density [32].
VI. THERMAL MAGNETOTRANSPORT

In contrast to electrical transport, which can only be carried
by electronic excitations, heat transport in GdPtBi can also be
carried by phonons and, below TN , magnons. Depending on
the different scattering mechanisms, phonons and magnons
can in principle also exhibit magnetic field dependencies and
cause a nonmonotonic MTR. The MTR of the two samples is
shown in Fig. 11. During the MTR measurements, the mean
temperature Tmean = (Thot + Tcold )/2 was found to increase
in magnetic field with respect to the base temperature by
up to ∼0.25% at 9 T, independent of the H orientation.
The systematic error of this heating has been accounted for
by multiplying the slope dw(T )/dT with (Tmean − T )/T ,
yielding the error bars in Fig. 11.
Above 50 K, a positive MTR is observed, quadratic in low
fields and appearing only for the transverse H configuration.
At 150 K, it leads to an increase of ∼4%–5% of the MTR
at 9 T in both samples [Figs. 11(a) and 11(c)]. Given the
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estimated contribution of κel of 2%–5% (Fig. 5), the percentage increase is in the order of the positive electrical TMR
[Figs. 8(a) and 8(d)]. The positive transverse MTR therefore
likely results from κel ; the thermal two-carrier compensation
can be described in a similar way than the electrical TMR.
The electronic thermal conductivity of a two-carrier system in
a transverse magnetic field holds [48]

T
κ1,2 + [σ1 σ2 (σ1 + σ2 )(S1,2 )2 − σ1 σ2
κxx =
D
× N1,2 [(σ1 + σ2 )N1,2 − 2σ1 σ2 S1,2 (R1 + R2 )]H 2 ],
(11)
with
κ1,2 = κ1 + κ2 being the sum of the thermal conductivities of the individual channels. S1,2 = S1 − S2 and
N1,2 = N1 − N2 are the differences of the individual Seebeck and Nernst coefficients, respectively. Assuming κxy
κxx (where κxy is the thermal Hall conductivity), the inverse
of Eq. (11) describes the two-carrier MTR, resulting in a
behavior similar to the two-carrier MR (that is quadratic in
low fields and saturating or linear in high fields in case of perfect compensation, respectively). In contrast to Eq. (5), there

is a T proportionality, leading to a decrease of the positive
MTR upon cooling. Additionally, κel /κ strongly decreases
with decreasing T (see Fig. 5). Both effects contribute to the
rapid vanishing of the positive transverse MTR upon cooling
from 150 to 50 K. In sample 1, a small negative MTR of ∼1%
is observed for the longitudinal configuration below 100 K
and for the transverse configuration below 50 K. The shape
varies depending on the configuration, from a bell-shaped
negative MTR for H  J h to a W shape for H ⊥ J h . Sample 2
showed no field dependence in the longitudinal configuration
above 50 K, and only small positive MTR of less than 1%
between 30 and 50 K for both H orientations.
Below 30 K, κel /κ drops below 0.1%, any resolvable field
dependencies of κ can therefore no longer originate from
the electronic contribution. As spin waves only occur in the
ordered phase, an abrupt change of κ (T ) when undergoing
the antiferromagnetic phase transition would be expected in
case of substantial heat transport by magnons. Since there was
no discernible feature at TN (see Fig. 5), we assume that the
magnon contribution is negligible. However, even if magnons
in GdPtBi do not carry much heat themselves, they can still
scatter with phonons and therefore be responsible for the field
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dependency of the MTR below TN . The MTR of sample 2 was
measured down to T = 2 K, showing similarities in the general trend for both H configurations. Below TN , an M-shaped
MTR in both transverse and longitudinal MTR (disregarding
the additional anomalous features) evolves, which might be
explained by phonon scattering from magnons: If at H = 0
phonon and magnon dispersion intersect at an energy less than
the maximum of the phonon distribution around 4kB T , the
thermal resistivity will first increase with rising H and then
decrease due to the shift of magnon branches in magnetic
field [61]. A κ (H ) curve of GdPtBi with H  J h at 500 mK
has been reported in Ref. [46], showing a similar behavior
than the 2 K curve of the transverse MTR. In the longitudinal
configuration, the MTR of sample 2 shows additional features
which are not present when H ⊥ J h : (i) A peak around zero
field evolves upon cooling below 4 K; (ii) a dip around 3 T is
observed at 2 K; and (iii) a deviation from the smooth curve
(compared to the transverse MTR) appears at 6 T below 6 K.
These features are probably not related to spin-reorientation
processes [41], considering the featureless M(H ) curve of
sample 2 (Fig. 2). Such dips might be attributed to resonant
scattering with paramagnetic impurities, where the number of
scattered phonons depend on the Zeeman splitting at a given
H, as observed for example in the MTR of Holmium ethylsulphate [61,62]. As paramagnetic impurities can generally
be present in GdPtBi, especially indicated by in the magnetic
susceptibility of sample 1 (see Sec. III), this might also serve
as an explanation for the features in the longitudinal MTR of
sample 2. In case of an anisotropic g factor of the impurity,
this effect might only appear for H along certain directions. It
might also be that the dispersion of different magnon branches
along certain directions leads to field-dependent transitions.
The magnon spectrum of GdPtBi has recently been studied
via inelastic neutron scattering [38]. Two modes with similar
energy at their minima were revealed, but depending on the
direction they disperse quite differently.
The MTR in the intermediate temperature range from TN
to 30 K, where neither magnons nor electrons are expected
to have an influence, might originate from phonon scattering from the paramagnetic Gd ions as well as impurities.
Scattering from paramagnetic impurities might explain the
sample-dependent MTR in that range. The rich MTR features
and the anomalies in the magnetization (Fig. 2) in sample

1 could therefore be related and might also explain why
the MR of sample 1 exhibits additional features compared
to sample 2. Furthermore, frustration might also lead to a
field-dependent phonon density[45], however, the moderate
frustration of the Gd ions is found to be relieved already by the
next-nearest neighbor interactions [38], GdPtBi thus exhibits
only low frustration. Magnetostriction might have an effect
on the MTR as well. Despite the vanishing crystal field of
Gd, magnetoelastic effects in Gd intermetallics can sometimes
be of the same order of magnitude as in other rare-earth
compounds [42]. Hence, they might as well be significant in
GdPtBi.
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